
SEASON by Piero Lissoni

Upholstered bench for contract use.

Its streamlined proportions, singular shape with two 
heights allowing different seating positions, make this 
bench a very valuable piece of furniture.

Soft furniture ideal for waiting areas in offices, restaurants, 
hotels or distinctive homes.

PIERO LISSONI

 The work of the studio embraces architecture, graphic 
and industrial design projects, ranging from furniture, 
accessories, kitchens, bathroom and lighting fixtures to 
corporate identity, advertising, catalogues and packag-
ing. Interior design projects include hotels, showrooms, 
trade stands, private houses, shops and yachts.
 
The studio currently employs over 70 people compris-
ing architects, designers and graphic designers and 
creates solutions for clients such as Alessi,Artelano, 
Boffi, Cappellini, Cassina, Flos/Antares, Fritz Hansen, 
Glas Italia, Kartell, Knoll International, Lema, Living 
Divani,Lualdi, Matteograssi, Olivari, Poltrona Frau, 
Porro, Sabattini, Tecno and Thonet. Incursions into the 
fashion world involve store design and collaboration 
with Italian brands such as Benetton, Brosway, Gallo, 
Santandrea, Serapian, showrooms and corporate identi-
ty for the American designer Elie Tahari and events and 
beauty product  packaging for Wella.
 

Piero Lissoni has studied Architecture at the Politecnico di 
Milano and on graduating in 1985, he begins collaborating as 
designer and Art Director with furniture manufacturers  Boffi, 
Living Divani and Porro.
 
In 1986 together with Nicoletta Canesi, Piero Lissoni opens 
the studio Lissoni Associati; in 1996 they create Graph.x to 
develop graphic projects.



DIMENSIONS

SE250 bench 250

Interior structure in solid wood and perfored top of microparticles 
low in formaldehyde.
We use PEFC certified wood.
Expanded polyurethane foam in different densities.
Polyester fibre covering.
Fabric or leather.
Height equalising legs.

FINISHES 

UPHOLSTERY

CERTIFICATES

TECHNICAL INFO

Check upholstery samples.
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UNE EN 16139:13

The bench will be provided with the raised part on the right or on the left. 
Indicate the desired option in the order, remembering that left / right is 
understood by looking at the element for manufacturing purposes. left right



PROJECTS

VALLILA Showroom | Estudio Cosín | DZINE Showroom | Showroom Linea Los Ángeles Progetti | 
Willy Ramos Art Studio I Auditorio y Palacio de Congresos de Castellón

 


